Because
by John Lennon (1969)

Intro: C#m . . . | . . . | Eb7-5 . . . | Ab7 . . | A . . | C#m . . | A7 . . . | . . . . . ."

Ah--------

Because the world is round, it turns me o------ O--O-O-o-o- on.

Because the world is round------------- Ah-------ah

Because the wind is high, it blows my mi------ i--i--i--i-- ind.

Because the wind is high------------- Ah-------ah

Love is old, love is new love is all, love is you

Because the sky is blue, it makes me cry------ y--y--y--y-- y

Because the sky is blue------------- Ah ah----- ah

Coda:

C#m . . . | . . . | Eb7-5 . . . | Ab7 . . | A . . | C#m . . | A7 . . . | . . . . . ."

Ah----------------- Ah-----------------

D . . . | Ddim\ Ah--------